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Social media and dehumanizing language
• “Hate speech” or “hate propaganda” played a significant part in the 1994 genocide
in Rwanda. As Kennedy Ndahiro (2019), the editor of the Rwandan daily newspaper
The New Times, wrote the The Atlantic “In Rwanda, We Know All About
Dehumanizing Language”.
• Today, as the communicative figuration of the journalism‐audience relationship has
changed (Lewis et. al 2020), we begun to see increasing levels of the dehumanizing
language that Kennedy Ndahiro talks about.
• Hate speech against journalists and female journalists in particular thrives in social
media, and they are fighting their way through increasingly hostile environments
towards them and their work.
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Research Project: “Gendering the Hate Pandemic: social media,
Covid 19 and women journalists”.
• The dangers of hate speech in journalism are well known and hate speech presents a
major challenge to today's journalists (Holton, 2021), as it became their “new normal”
(Waisbord, 2020).
• Women in particular are preferential targets of trolls (Nadim e Fladmoe, 2019;
Edström, 2016; UNESCO, 2021; Chen et al, 2020; Adams, 2018; Lewis et. al., 2020).
• Under different names the consequences of gender‐based online hate speech hate
are not only to female journalists’ mental health and psychological wellbeing, but also
on public life, as it may have a “chilling effect” in limiting the types of stories and
topics that are covered (Townend, 2017; UNESCO, 2021).
• National case studies: Austria, Australia, England, Nepal, U.S., Sweden, Spain, Italy,
France and Pakistan among others.
• The case of Portugal: Little is known about online violence against female journalists
in their daily work.
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“Gendering the Hate Pandemic: social media,
Covid 19 and women journalists” ‐ Methods

Content analysis of
news comments:
Facebook + news sites

Nation‐wide
survey of
journalists

In‐depth
interviews with
female journalists
and key‐actors
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Mapping the field ‐ Content analysis of news comments on facebook and news sites –
Flow diagram of news and comments sampling process – total & exploratory sample
Newsmedia (7):
Público, Correio da Manhã, Diário
de Notícias, Expresso,
Observador, RTP e TVI

Criteria

First total sample

1. 25th Aug ‐ 25th Sep 2021

N=10,000 newstories

2. Shared on Facebook

Extraction Tool

3. shared on own website

Facepager

Final total sample of comments
Additional filtering criteria
4. signed by women journalists
5. minimum interaction level(+25)

Research team: 4 Coders
Exploratory sample (Facebook)
25th Aug ‐ 5th Sept

N= 22,735:
Final total sample
N=165 newstories

Facebook= 21,465
+
News media sites= 1,270

Exploratory sample newstories
N=37

Exploratory sample posted
comments
N= 5,130

Filtering criteria
Issues most likely to cause hate
speech: gender, sex, race, politics,
immigration, sports, celebrities
N=251 newstories

Tools
Id of website and no. of
publications = CrowdTangle
Comment extraction =
Export Comments

Analysed in SPSS
23 variables
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RQ & Procedures
•
•
•
•

RQ1: What is the prevalence of online hate in news comments?
RQ2: Who do news comments mostly address?
QQ3: What is the prevalence of specific attacks on women journalists?
We use the term “hate speech” as an umbrella term that includes all form of comments
that imply any form of group‐motivated negativity, are expressed in blatant, forms or
swear words (slurs targeting sexual orientation, ethnic or race origin of person, and
specifically misogyny slurs), focus on blatant and agressive stereotypes, include calls to
collective action and express violent verbal/pictoral expression of emotions (Reiners and
Schemer , 2021).
• Variables were divided in two large groups: “Hate speech towards content and people in
the news/column and Hate speech towards the reporter”, each with specific sub‐variables.
• Variables were drawn based on research questions and literature. After initial tests, and
once conflicts between coders were resolved, a final code book of 23 codes was
established and a pre‐test was done on an exploratory sample.
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Results of exploratory sample
Hate speech %

Not hateful

hateful

8,6%
N= 5,130
Comment contains hate speech
n=441 (8,6%)
comment does not contain hate speech
n=4689 (91,4%)

91,4%
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Exploratory sample results
Who comments?

Men

Women

N= 424
Women
n=100 (23,6%)
Men
n=324 (76,4%)

24%
76%
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Exploratory sample results
Hate speech towards
90%

Hate speech towards content and
people in the news/column
N= 424, n=343 (80,9%)

80%
70%
60%
50%

Hate speech towards the reporter
N= 424, n=76 (17,9%)

40%

80,9%

30%
20%

17,9%

10%
0%

CONTENT

JOURNALIST
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Exploratory sample results
Hate speech towards content and people in the news/column
OTHER TYPE OF HATE SPEECH

12,8%

HOMOFOBIC SPEECH

16,2%

XENOPHOBIC SPEECH

14,5%

RACIST SPEECH

17,8%

SEXIST SPEECH

21,6%

INSULT/SLANDER

37,9%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%
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Exploratory sample results
Hate speech towards the reporter
INSULT/SLANDER

47,4%

SLANDER OF JOURNALIST'S PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE

40,8%

OTHER TYPE OF HATE SPEECH

15,8%

SEXIST SPEECH
HATE SPEECH CONTAINING ELEMENTS OF PRIVATE LIFE

11,8%
3,9%

HATE SPEECH BASED ON PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

1,3%

HOMOFOBIC SPEECH

0,0%

XENOPHOBIC SPEECH

0,0%

RACIST SPEECH

0,0%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

Hate speech towards the reporter n=76
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Notes on exploratory results
• Preliminary results confirm a concerning picture in Portugal, with 9%
of stories written by female journalists are triggering some kind of
hate speech and/or online aggression towards them.
• Although the larger amount is directed to the news’ content, nearly
20% (also) contain hate speech towards female journalists, resorting
to different types of hate speech that include 11,8% of explicitly sexist
insults.
• Triangulation will allow results will further improve and strengthen
the findings of the quantitative study.
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Concluding notes
• The concepts of “the duty to report” and “the duty to protect” as principles of international law
that have been used to describe journalist’s involvement with human rights (Selvarajah 2020) must
be expanded to the protection of journalists themselves.
• “In a globalizing world in which the UN’s ‘responsibility to protect’ doctrine urges the
international community to recognize its shared responsibility to protect the lives and human
dignity of those confronting atrocity and mass killings, the world’s journalists also deserve
increased international recognition and protection”. (Cottle, 2017)
• “Organizations that suggest online interactions are journalists’ personal responsibility while at
the same time requiring such engagement and reaping the benefits of that labor are at best
insensitive and at worst exploitative. Such organizations do themselves a disservice by
expending their human resources irresponsibly, with disregard for the safety, health and well‐
being of the people they employ and rely on. They risk perpetuating an online public sphere
that tolerates harassment in its many forms, including gender‐based violence.” (Holton et al,
2021).
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Concluding notes
• Intersectional misogyny comes across our comments’ sample as directed at both
women as news subjects and at female reporters.
• Female reporters are targets of online attacks and female journalists both as
journalists and as women.
• Despite a near‐universal acknowledgement that this is a deeply entrenched
problem, little has been done other recommendations to remove comments and
block or mute users.
• The “duty to report” cannot fully exist without news organizations and legislators
recognize they have a “duty to protect” their journalists so that they are able to do
their jobs freely and safely.
• This duty to protect must include measures to address blatant misogyny, sexual
harassment and other forms of sexual and gender‐based violence.
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In context
A
new
sexual
contract
constructs
women
as
privileged subjects of global
economies
(#girlboss,
#gogettergirl, #goaldigger).
Feminism is rendered as passé
and no longer necessary.
Shift in the subject position
of women in society.

Situating the
research
Emergence of feminist consciousness
in Spain (Marínez-Jiménez 2020)
Masculinist backlash and rise of
popular misogyny (Banet-Weiser 2018;
Sanfélix-Albeda, 2018)
Gained visibility of anti-feminist
discourses in everyday politics
through VOX political party in Spain
Development of global manosphere and
consolidation of a local manosphere

Situating the
research

Spanish
Manosphere:

The manosphere is a
conglomerate of misogynistic
digital subcultures
characterized by the use of a
victimized and
conspiracy-fuelled misogynistic
discourse.
We focus on the Spanish
manosphere.

Object of study

●

Exploring women's role within
anti-feminist online movements

●

Similarities with "trad-wives"
(UK) and "shield maidens"(US)

●

Serving as auxiliaries, not
leaders, supporting patriarchal
and white supremacist structures
of domination (Love, 2020)

Case study: what is

?

#TeamAlienadas is a group of men and
women organised under this hashtag in
Twitter and Youtube that have created a
community of antifeminist women alliates
who actively fight against feminist
advances as they are considered to be
gynocentric and detrimental to men and
"real equality".

Ideological backbone
Anti-feminism as counter culture
to "hegemonic feminism"
Neoliberal construction of the
self based on individual
responsibility
Closeness with extreme-right wing
political parties and ideologies

THEIR STARTING POINT IS THAT THEY ARE
“Fighting the culture wars along with men”

Research questions
What
is
the
role
of
#TeamAlienadas
in
the
Spanish manosphere?
What
relationships
established
with
subgroups
of
manosphere?

are
other
the

What ideological work
they
doing
within
Manosphere ?

are
the

Methods and materials (research process)
We conducted a digital ethnography (Hine,
2000)following the online community of #TeamAlienadas
from March-September 2021.
Features of our digital ethnography are:
●
●
●

Multi-platform digital ethnography: following the accounts,
connecting to twitch streams, watching videos, etc...
Use of digital field notes and analysis of digital artifacts
(memes, GIFs, posts, accounts…)
Limitations such as volatile field sites and ephemeral data
(Airoldi, 2018): changing hashtags, banned accounts, removed
videos...

Multi-platform digital ethnography
Twitter,Twitch and Youtube

Analysis of digital artifacts

#TeamAlienadas
#NiVíctimasNiCallados

Videos

#NoHablesPorMi
#YoSoyHembraAlfa
#unaalfa
#TeamAlmeja
#CuidaPijas

Hashtags

Memes

Results 1.

What is the role of #TeamAlienadas in the Spanish manosphere?

#TeamAlienadas have an auxiliary role in the Spanish
Manosphere, but they are relevant because:
●
●
●

They are doing a relevant ideological work (anti-feminism)(Results
3)
They have a crucial symbolic role in the Manosphere as they are
antifeminist women -> their mere existence helps antifeminist men
to legitimize anti-feminism
They have an important role in the production of the affective
fabric of Manosphere: they are women who understand male suffering
and are eager to take care of them (ex: use of the hashtag
#dicksitter and metaphor of dick as protected/threatened
masculinity)

Results 2.

What relationships are established
subgroups of the Spanish Manosphere?

Relationality
Co-creation of content:
intra collaboration within
the #TeamAlienadas to do
escraches, joint
livestreams, debates,
interviews across
platforms.

with

other

Relationality

MRA

Relationality

MGTOW

Results 3.

What ideological work are
they doing within the Spanish
Manosphere?
●
●
●

Appropriating of the idea of FEMALE EMPOWERMENT from a
masculinist point of view: use of #alphafemales and
#alphawoman
Resignificating and mockery of feminist terms: alienated
women, matriarchal…
Engaging in a very active ideological work of undoing
feminism through the creation of “unfeminist content”

How is antifeminist ideological work done on practice
(hashtagging, memetics, content creation…)?
●
●

●

#TeamAlienadas create and strengthen
echo-chambers that contribute to banalize
violence against women
Use with ease theoretical/political terms and
concepts of feminism in order to provide users
with a sort of literacy in feminism (a gender
knowledge, Rothermel, 2020) that enables them
to unmask the enemy (feminism)
Do a work of delegitimization of feminism:
○
Pointing out the existence of fallacies
○
Pointing to a double standard
○
Infantilizing and disparaging the enemy
○
Providing data and sources

Example:Themes & memes
Criminalization of men and double standard

Banalization of violence

Infantilization of feminism

Patriarchy as a fallacy

How to think of
anti-feminist women?
FALSE CONSCIOUSNESS //
SOCIALLY NECESSARY DELUSION
Understanding anti-feminism as an
ideology
❖
❖

False consciousness (Adorno 1973)→
maintaining the conditions of oppression
Ideology critique (Foucault 1980)→
regimes of truth

Anti-feminist delusion?
"Something otherwise unbearable
[patriarchy] becomes at least
superficially tolerable if subjects can
understand themselves and their sacrifices
as part of a special providence (‘the
nation’ or ‘the people’[capable and
non-victimised women]) and if their anger
and frustration can be redirected toward
an external enemy (‘the foreigner’ or the
racialized ‘other’[feminism and the
feminists])"
(Alan Busk 2021: 14)

Anti-feminist ideology
Patriarchy

Feminism

Anti-Feminism

Increased subjection

“When people believe they are
most themselves and belong to
themselves,” he says, “they
are not only the prey [Beute]
of ideology…they themselves
have turned into ideology”
(Adorno 2006, p. 78)

Concluding...

● Multi-layered term
encompassing politics
of resignification
● Auxiliary role in the
Manosphere
● Relationships of
support, friendship
and care;
● Anti-feminist ideology
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